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Abstract: The presented empirical data analysis aims to shed light on the persistence of gender inequalities in sharing parenting responsibilities and addresses possible improvements for realising gender equality. In recent decades, family policies in the European Union have targeted the increase of men’s shares in parental leave (=paternal leave) as well as women’s participation in the labour market. Following the results of the Lisbon Treaty in 2000, many EU member states including Austria introduced non-transferable fathers’ quotas in their regulations on parental leave. Subsequently, the share of men on parental leave increased. Nevertheless, both in number and duration, men’s childcare allowance claims have remained lower than women’s claims. This paper investigates shared parental leave practices based on 36 interviews with fathers on paternal leave, and 14 follow-up interviews with parents after paternal leave. The qualitative data reveal the challenges that arise when both parents are faced with reconciling work and family during and after parental leave. Although the data showed that progress has been made in reducing gender inequality, the interviews make clear that employers’ attitudes perpetuate traditional gendered expectations of parental leave claims and still focus on images of a male breadwinner. Also, the distribution of gainful and family work reveals gender inequalities. The paper therefore discusses challenges that arise in the realisation of current gender and family policies in order to provide a basis for making changes that further enhance the opportunities for dual-career couples within the organisation of parental leave laws.
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1. Introduction

In Austria and in several EU member states, the promotion of the share of men on parental leave, synonymously called paternal leave (and commonly called Väterkarenz in German), and their share in claiming childcare allowance has been a prominent topic in family policies. Following an EU directive from 1996, which was enacted in 2000 in the Lisbon Treaty, a large number of EU member states introduced new regulations on parental leave, including non-transferable fathers’ quotas and individual options for sharing childcare in the family. The new policies led to significant success in promoting fathers’ involvement in the family and making men’s caring roles more visible (Eydal and Rostgaard 2018; O’Brien and Wall 2017a; Crespi and Ruspini 2016; Brandth and Kvande 2016; O’Brien et al. 2007). Nevertheless, at the forefront of employers’ awareness when considering parents among their staff, especially in male-dominated branches, men are seen as breadwinners and women are seen as pursuing part-time gainful employment (Bergmann and Schiffbänker 2016, p. 119f; see also Bergmann et al. 2017). According to many employers’ conceptions of a work-family balance, women function as primary caregivers in a
family. Although in individual cases this perception may differ, it nevertheless has an impact on women’s participation in the labour market.

Moreover, the perception of women’s gainful employment as providing extra family income is related to a dominant male family breadwinner model (Berghammer 2014; Walden 2016, p. 120). This perception is deeply rooted in the organisation of labour legislation, which has been established since the mid nineteenth century and has, since 1900, had its fundamentals in the Civil Law Code (Hausen 1997, p. 714f; Neyer 1997). Since their founding, social policies and labour regulations have been closely intertwined with gender politics (ibid.). Since the end of the Second World War, putting Austrian labour legislation into practise in the work place, in organisations and companies, has been regulated by the social partnership, a committee of employers, employees and their unions, and an instrument of dialogue, which initially included mainly men. In a wider social and economic context, their negotiations included topics such as the regulation of trade-specific wages and prices. Deriving from patriarchal roots in the past, a close connection between the social partnership in Austria (and Germany) and gender politics still has an influence on women’s and men’s participation in the labour market. In Austria, until 1975, a man as head of a patriarchal family had to agree to his wife’s decision to continue or take up gainful employment (with several exceptions during the First and Second World Wars, and also branch-specific exceptions). Since the legal reform in the Austrian family laws in 1975, married women have been allowed to work without the consent of their husbands, but voluntary marital agreements still often result in women who are part of a heterosexual couple opting for part-time work. In the past, this was seen as a basis for securing harmony within a family. Moreover, unpaid family work was “silently” included in these private agreements, which also mirrored the close connection between the social partnership in the organisation of labour laws, gender and family politics. In the functioning of the public, in organizations and, more generally, in society as a whole, gender disparities in labour market participation have been deeply rooted in the legal construction of work in Austria, Germany and a large number of European member states. The effects of this former construction have not yet been totally abolished (Eurostat 2016). As a result, and due to a persistent gender pay and gender care gap, women’s participation in the workforce has remained, on average, lower than men’s (ibid.).

The gathered empirical data on paternal leave in Austria revealed that during periods of paternal childcare allowance claims, fathers followed the idea of a male breadwinner model and family income provider, parallel to fulfilling caring tasks for the family and their offspring. If they and the employer agreed, men remained in part-time work, fulfilling smaller or even larger projects in their current workplace or a different one during the period of claiming childcare benefits (see Rille-Pfeiffer et al. 2018, pp. 58–60). The Austrian parental leave system provides parental leave until a child has reached the age of two as an entitlement per family (ibid. 2018, p. 58). In 2002, parental leave benefits were replaced by childcare benefits, which has led to an increase in men’s shares in allowance claims. In 2015, according to Statistics Austria, the share of men as childcare allowance receivers was 4.17 percent in total (measured in days on leave), and 6.2 percent in the income-related model.

“Due to the fact that fathers mainly take shorter periods than mothers—they choose the shorter option more often than women, as the payment is higher than for the longer options—and therefore appear less often in the statistics. Looking at fathers who have taken any period of childcare benefit, the percentage is much higher, varying between the different options from 10.72 percent to 30.63 percent [April 2016, children before March 2017].” (Rille-Pfeiffer et al. 2018, p. 63)

In investigating the reasons for persistent gender imbalances in claiming childcare allowance, the presented qualitative research provides empirical data and an analysis of it. Included are guideline interviews with men who took parental leave for a relatively long period (most for more than two or three months). Moreover, to a smaller extent, interviews with partners were included in a follow-up research (project 3). The qualitative interview material with Austrian parents and data drawn using a qualitative-interpretative method provide insights into fathers’ progress in personally realising
family-centred attitudes in active childcare involvement, and in taking a pioneering role in representing caring masculinities (Elliott 2016, p. 256). Therefore, the data are relevant for investigating positive examples of men who have succeeded in reconciling work and family, in some cases in cooperation with their partner, during their paternal leave. The results contribute to research on shared parental leave practices, and, in the Austrian specific context, develop qualitative insights into men’s progress in participating in childcare allowance claims, and, afterwards, to greater participation in daily family life, as the presented research has confirmed in a follow-up study.

Although empirical data show best practice examples, hidden challenges in sharing parenthood persist, caused mainly by the effects of a long tradition of a male breadwinner model (Berghammer 2014). The analysis of the data aims to shed light on influences that seemingly counteract relatively generous childcare benefits and parental leave practices. Furthermore, in an international comparison, Austrian data on public budgets earmarked for the transfer of gender-equality measures reveal high spending that leads to lower than expected results in relation to the efforts put into the financial support of gender-equality measures and programmes in recent decades. The qualitative investigation presented here thus pursues the goal of identifying and exploring the impact of persistent gender inequalities, as represented in the Austrian data in the European Gender Equality Index 2017 (EIGE 2017; see also EIGE 2015). The presented research aims to find out if, how, and why relatively good opportunities for a reconciliation of work and family by both partners have not yet resulted in higher rates of men sharing parental leave and childcare benefits on equal terms with their partners.

More recently, new family policies have offered higher compensation for both parents over a shorter time period. This is made possible by the Austrian 12 + 2 income-related model, the allowance option with the highest income replacement up to a maximum of 2000 euros per month (see subchapter 3), which tends to result in the norm of ‘both parents working’, thus highlighting dual career perspectives. Although this represents a success in terms of women’s labour force participation, new challenges in scheduling family life and shared parental tasks have simultaneously emerged. The presented research aims to shed light on these challenges.

At present, cultural traditions related to fatherhood, motherhood, and thereafter the impact of emotional labour are being investigated in the social sciences, including research on the cultural and emotional implications of attitudes towards parental (leave) practices and rousing men’s interest in caring (Musumeci and Santero 2108; Blair-Loy et al. 2015). Examining men’s participation as childcare allowance receivers is thus an eligible indicator for tracing men’s individual pathways in caring and career. Research on gender at work revealed that men’s short-term childcare benefit claims of roughly two months are too short for developing and showing the impact of caring masculinities as a new constant in managing family life (Walden 2016, p. 120f).

At present, the persistence of strong traditional gender codes deriving from a still-intact sex-gender-system at work and in private life tend to counteract and undermine the impact of new family policies for promoting gender equality. Currently, good income compensation and father-child-bonding, rather than the distribution of unpaid care, are foregrounded for attracting men to become childcare allowance receivers. Subsequently, analysis of the empirical data aims to identify potential changes that could support and enhance parent’s pathways in equally sharing childcare responsibilities.

2. Research Background

In an international comparison, substantial progress has been made in Austria in the legal regulations on parental leave for both parents. However, this change in legislation has not yet effected a change in the minds of the majority of parents and families. Traditional influences deriving from a conservative gender order, which have been strengthened by the social partnership in labour legislation, still impact also so-called modern partnerships, even if couples or fathers include and realise a period of paternal leave in their childcare and career plans.
In their development of leave policies, Austria, as well as Germany, “were moving towards a more balanced mother-centred model by offering a shorter one-year well-paid leave as well as expansion of fathers’ entitlements and a gradual increase in services [...] however, they could not be considered as ‘parental choice’ countries since their pathway was still strongly associated with some key characteristics of the mother-centred model” (Escobedo and Wall 2015, p. 219f). Quantitative figures showing a high share of part-time work in women’s gainful employment confirm this result.

International studies on parental leave and the use of childcare benefits without going on paternal leave, e.g., claiming the benefits and reducing working hours in gainful employment, which represents an option in the Austrian childcare allowance system, made apparent the fact that different national models of financing shorter- and longer-term childcare must be presented within the complexity of the respective national context. This paper consequently provides information on the Austrian childcare allowance system. In Austria, paternal leave is a common expression for men’s parental leave taking, usually for two months or more. Differing from this regulation, “paternity leave” is an optional one-month leave directly after the birth of a child, with no statutory entitlement in Austria. Until February 2017, the public sector, for the most part, provided men with the opportunity to go on unpaid “paternity leave”. In the private sector, this entitlement was subject to the employers’ discretion and was less frequent.

However, this benefit does not include job-protection. The different terms, such as parental leave and paternal leave (=men’s parental leave, which is mainly used in German speaking countries) make international comparisons difficult. In the KELA working papers on “Fathers’ use of paternity and parental leave in the Nordic countries” (Haataja 2009), the author made a plea for clear definitions and a distinction between “parental leave”, “paternity leave” (such as, the “Papa-month”), and “paternal leave”, which is less often used, as it is included also in the definition of parental leave. The new Austrian regulations, in force since March 2017, have revised the definitions. Since then, the former option of a one-month paternity leave can be taken as a “family-time bonus” (“Familienzeitbonus”), and can be integrated into the parental leave period if the father makes use of it.

Internationally, data analyses in family research and gender equality research have focused on analysing shared parental care in terms of women’s labour force participation, the share of men on parental leave, and part-time work. Their participation in the private sphere via time-use statistics and qualitative analyses focus on gender at work, for instance over-time work as a male paradigm that is influenced by national and cultural working codes (among others, Matsuda et al. 2018; Bergmann and Schiffbänker 2016) and gender in organizations (Funder 2016; Acker 2012; Collinson and Hearn 1994). An investigation of qualitative aspects in the distribution of paid and unpaid labour enables a more detailed identification of persistent gender imbalances, and supports the development of a better understanding of those factors that, although they counteract this, have not yet been implemented in current family and gender equality policies. Moreover, interrelationships between both gender equality and family policy measures are subjects of investigation (see Salin et al. 2018, p. 14f; Ciccia and Verloo 2012).


In Austria, fathers’ involvement in family care was facilitated by the legal implementation of childcare allowance in 2002, including four flat rate models with 12 + 2 months, 15 + 3, 20 + 4, and 30 + 6 months, with allowances beginning at 1000 euros per month in the shortest model to 436 euros in the longest model. Until February 2017, the +month annex referred to the minimum time to be taken by the father, which drew criticism, as fathers often claimed the minimum. Moreover, an income-based allowance model exists (12 + 2 months, with a maximum of 2000 euros per month). In the income-based model, parents on leave receive 80 per cent of their previous income. This represents the shortest allowance model with the highest compensation. As men have a higher income than women, in general, a high percentage of men who take parental leave opt for this model (see Mauerer 2018, p. 185; Schmidt 2018, p. 449; Schmidt et al. 2015). Moreover, fathers tend to take the two-month portion of this leave time (Statistics Austria 2018).
Critical evaluations of the Austrian childcare allowance system, especially in social policy, have pointed to the fact that the longest model of childcare benefits in Austria, which lasts for 3 years if both parents share the leave and includes the lowest monthly rates (see Table 1, line 4), outlasts the job security that is guaranteed during parental leave, and ends after 24 months. The Austrian researcher in European social policy Helene Dearing highlighted that this long option for claiming childcare benefits negatively effects parents’, mainly mothers’, gainful careers (Dearing 2016, p. 235).

### Table 1. Austria’s Parental Leave System since 2000, including 5 forms of childcare allowance from 2000 to February 2017 (for parents of newborn, adopted or foster children).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of Leave</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Monthly Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One parent: 12 months</td>
<td>both parents: 12 + 2 months = 14</td>
<td>monthly rate 1000€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One parent: 15 months</td>
<td>both parents: 15 + 3 months = 18</td>
<td>monthly rate 800€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One parent: 20 months</td>
<td>both parents: 20 + 4 months = 24</td>
<td>monthly rate 624€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One parent: 30 months</td>
<td>both parents: 30 + 6 months = 36</td>
<td>monthly rate 436€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 (income-related)</td>
<td>both parents: 12 + 2 months = 14</td>
<td>monthly rate 1000–2000€</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 2010, an income-based childcare allowance model was additionally enacted with the aim of making it more attractive for men to claim childcare benefits, as their generally higher incomes resulted in higher family income compensation during the parental leave period. Nevertheless, the number of men did not increase significantly: Between 2010 and 2015, the mentioned data counting the share of men in childcare allowance claims per month showed a slight decrease, from 4.5 to 4 per cent (Statistics Austria 2016). In March 2017, a new childcare allowance system was installed in Austria, including a partner bonus of 500 euros for each parent when both share the childcare allowance period 50:50 or 60:40 in terms of time. The new allowance models aimed at increasing fathers’ participation in childcare and family work. However, this amendment in family policies did not apply to the interviewed fathers in the presented empirical sample. Previous forms of childcare benefits likewise pursued the goal of promoting men’s participation in childcare at an early stage in family life.

In a recent paper, Eva-Maria Schmidt, an Austrian sociologist focusing on the family, analysed the status quo of the Austrian childcare allowance system: “[P]arents tend to realise traditional parenting roles and largely [65 per cent] opt for a leave duration of at least 24 months, mainly taken by mothers (quoted in BMFJ 2016). Fathers tend to work full-time no matter how old their children are (quoted in Statistics Austria 2014).” (Schmidt 2018, p. 449)

Since March 2017, fathers can receive a family-time bonus, “[A] monetary benefit for employed fathers who exclusively dedicate their time to their family within 91 calendar days after the birth of a child, i.e., interrupt their employment [in agreement with the employer] for a full-time leave period between 28 and 31 days.” (Rille-Pfeiffer et al. 2018, p. 58) The income compensation for fathers who have received this benefit and later also take childcare benefits, is reduced by the amount of the family-time bonus.

Moreover, following EU directives on early childcare provisions and the promotion of women in the workplace, there has been an increase in public childcare facilities for children under the age of three in Austria, which has contributed to an earlier return to gainful work for both parents.

### 4. Materials and Methods

The presented research introduces modes of childcare division that differ from the norm in Austria. The three research projects included were conducted between 2013 and 2017. The first project, conducted in 2013, consisted of 22 interviews with men on paternal leave (see Table 2). It focused on everyday life experiences of men on paternal leave and qualitative analyses of the distribution of paid work, domestic work, and childcare. The second project investigated male-to-male relations, images of fatherhood held by the interviewees, the family of origin, images or role models for male caregivers, work-life-balance, and partnerships. This project was conducted between 2013 and 2014. The qualitative data corpus was derived from 50 guideline interviews, including 14 additional interviews in a follow-up study with men.
and women after the paternal leave period who reported on their arrangements in reconciling work and family and their work-life-balance. This further project represented a follow-up investigation on gender aspects in the (re)distribution of gainful and family work after paternal leave. The data were analysed using qualitative-interpretative methods.

The interview partners were contacted via parental networks, nursery schools, contacts provided by networks promoting caring men, and via offices providing support for fathers who aim to reconcile work and family (e.g., the Medical University of Vienna has launched programmes for male doctors). Moreover, several interview partners knew fathers on parental leave among their social circles and thus recommended that they participate in the study. Although, in general, the data generation focused on including men from different occupations, with different numbers of children, and different lengths of leave, the data analyses disclosed that most interview partners earned a good or above-average income and most had higher education. On the one hand, this might be explained by the contact offices, i.e., the mentioned personnel management programme launched by the Medical University of Vienna, or by the social contacts provided by interviewees, while on the other hand, a higher income might be a factor for participants in using the income-related childcare allowance model. As mentioned in the previous section on Austrian data, this is the model chosen by the greatest number of fathers. In addition, quantitative research in Austria as well as international qualitative studies confirm this higher percentage of parents with a good income and higher education in studies on parental leave (Riesenfelder 2015; Snitker 2018; Brumley 2018). Partly, also the average higher age of fathers on parental leave in Austria has an impact on this result, as 51 per cent of fathers on leave are 35 or older, whereas the share of women is 23 per cent in this age group. The figures show that women take parental leave at a younger age, 43 per cent are under 30 years old, and only 17 per cent of men taking childcare leave are in this age group (Riesenfelder 2015, p. 7). Moreover, to a certain extent, an interest in research and participating in studies might also be linked to the fact that people with higher education are more likely to participate in research. Even parents in the sample who worked part-time had relatively good, i.e., middle to above-average, incomes. The data set included three bi-national couples. Two female partners of interviewees and one male interviewee were born abroad (Nigeria, Palestine, Estonia). Their participation highlighted the transnational context of gendered expectations in generativity and family support. Investigating the effects of rather traditional family constellations, the presented empirical data analysis puts forward research in family and gender studies, as it investigated the impact of workplace settings and average time spent in gainful employment of both parents and the impact of this on intergenerational relationships in terms of financial support or care for elderly relatives.

Although the included fathers still represent a minority in Austria, as most have claimed long-term paternal leave, their individual outstanding progress in reconciling work and family is of great interest for evaluating the impact of current leave policies in Austria and making future changes in gender and family policies.

The data has shown employers’ great relevance in supporting caring men. Hence, investigations on gender at work and gender in organizations are crucial for further explorations of the factors present that caused traditional gender arrangements in parenting, and on the other hand, were deregulated, as the qualitative data material shows.
Table 2. Interview partners Project I—childcare allowance models, duration of paternal leave, gainful working hours both partners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Duration Paternal Leave</th>
<th>Occupation</th>
<th>Partner h/Week</th>
<th>Occupation Female Partner</th>
<th>Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1: m (2., f born 2013)</td>
<td>8 mo</td>
<td>social sciences</td>
<td>full-time/40 h</td>
<td>social work</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2: m f (paternal leave with 2nd child, f)</td>
<td>13 mo</td>
<td>media (job change after leave)</td>
<td>full-time/40 h</td>
<td>international organization</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2: m w (pat. leave with 2nd child, + EL)</td>
<td>2 mo</td>
<td>psychologist (first employed, then free-lance)</td>
<td>20 h</td>
<td>health scientist</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2: m, born 2013 (leave with first child, 2nd planned)</td>
<td>10 mo</td>
<td>controlling</td>
<td>25 h</td>
<td>scientific employee, temporary contract</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1: m</td>
<td>11 mo</td>
<td>lawyer, labour market policies</td>
<td>full-time</td>
<td>social work</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2: m (twins)</td>
<td>10 mo</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>25 h</td>
<td>scientific employee</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3: m f (3rd born 2013)</td>
<td>6 mo (E*)</td>
<td>energy economy</td>
<td>32 h</td>
<td>psychologist, employment</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2: m w (2nd paternal leave)</td>
<td>8 mo 2nd child</td>
<td>social work—leading position</td>
<td>28 h</td>
<td>sabbatical/social work leading position</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1: f</td>
<td>6 mo</td>
<td>programmer/technical sciences</td>
<td>30 h</td>
<td>PhD/economics/employment</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2: m</td>
<td>7 mo</td>
<td>education</td>
<td>full-time</td>
<td>PhD/historian</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2: f f (shorter parental leave with 2nd child)</td>
<td>12 mo</td>
<td>chemistry</td>
<td>35 h</td>
<td>NGO, educational sciences 42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3: m w (second leave: baby 3 weeks)</td>
<td>45 mo (M*)</td>
<td>social work—leading position</td>
<td>32 h</td>
<td>social work</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1: f (second leave planned for 2014, 6 months)</td>
<td>6 mo</td>
<td>scientific employee, English studies</td>
<td>full-time/40 h</td>
<td>PhD (humanities/cultural studies)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1: f</td>
<td>14 mo (+EL)</td>
<td>social work—leading position</td>
<td>32 h</td>
<td>social work—leading position</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2: m f (pat. leave with 2nd child)</td>
<td>2 mo</td>
<td>construction work</td>
<td>20 h</td>
<td>PR</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1: f</td>
<td>7 mo</td>
<td>physics</td>
<td>25 h</td>
<td>education</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2: f f</td>
<td>2 mo = E*</td>
<td>social sciences</td>
<td>25 h (E*)</td>
<td>scientific employee, public health organ.</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2: m f (pat. leave and E* /EL 2nd child)</td>
<td>24 mo + E**</td>
<td>insurance company</td>
<td>20 h</td>
<td>project assistant</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>2: f f</td>
<td>4 mo</td>
<td>informatics, Federal Ministry</td>
<td>16 h</td>
<td>freelance (coaching, vocational training)</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3: m m (leave with second child, 3rd child adult, 1st of his partner)</td>
<td>15 mo</td>
<td>project employment, social sciences</td>
<td>30 h</td>
<td>education</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1: f (second leave planned for 2015)</td>
<td>3 mo</td>
<td>lawyer, NGO, teaching</td>
<td>30 h</td>
<td>NGO, employee</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2: m E***</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>freelance psychologist, coach</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>labour market policies, leading position</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(E ***) = freelance work (coaching, seminars, teaching), sharing childcare, household and gainful work with his partner; (E **) = educational leave after paternal leave, parental part-time work afterward (case at court, getting income without returning to work for one year); (E *) = parental part-time work before and after paternal leave; (M *) = main caring person for the 3rd foster child from 3 weeks after birth; EL: Educational Leave = Leave for Educational Purposes; Full-time work in Austria in general varies between 38–40 h/week (very seldom 35–37.5 h/week).
Methods

A qualitative-interpretative methodology was chosen as the research tool for analysing the relatively new phenomenon of paid paternal leave practices in Austria. Similar to the approaches of Grounded Theory (Strauss and Corbin 1990), the studies aimed at generating theories of medium range regarding men on parental leave, based on data beyond single cases. The data collection as well as the data evaluation followed this objective. The applied interview method was based on problem-centred interviews as developed by Witzel (2000). This technique combines qualitative, biographical, and process-orientated approaches, and is suitable for surveying data on isolated issues or problems, without neglecting the relevant settings of the interviewees. As defined by the problem-oriented interview, also questions regarding the current living situation and varying social fields (for example, occupation, number of children, living in a central or peripheral region) were asked to identify facets of parental leave and masculinity relevant to the research. The interviews took roughly one hour and were conducted at places chosen by the interviewees (at home, at the university, in a seminar room of an NGO, in various meeting rooms). The data set was recorded digitally and transcribed to allow in-depth data analysis. The data were coded and analysed step by step, open, axially, and finally, selectively. Whereas the first step remained close to the original text of the interview, each further step became more analytical. This method thus enabled clear messages regarding social phenomena, which make the individual cases abstract, but which are nonetheless grounded in fact. The data analyses of the follow-up studies were presented and discussed with (inter)national scholars in working group meetings, and evaluated with reference to quantitative national results (e.g., on part-time work). The interviews were conducted in German. The included quotes in this paper were translated by the author and checked by a professional translator.

5. Results

5.1. Public Support and a High Level of Recognition for Fathers on Paternal Leave

“It’s extraordinary, nearly absurd, how overwhelmingly one is adored (as a father) for taking paternal leave, how wonderful one is, ‘an exceptional (exemplary) father’ (someone called after me as I went to grab a cup of coffee from a machine). No one has ever heard of an ‘exceptional mother’. ” (IP 5, 37 years old, lawyer, 1 son, 11 months on paternal leave, female partner, 35 years old, social work, full-time).

“Immediately: Here is the man with the child [ . . . ] women probably won’t get this kind of attention, being treated differently, in a friendlier way, a piece of a candy for the child, it’s noticeable, very noticeable.” (IP 10, teacher, 2 sons, 7 months on paternal leave, female partner, historian, PhD student, full-time).

In addition to positive feedback and a high level of public recognition, the interviewees reported a lot of support in daily life, especially when starting their paternal leaves: Receiving suntan lotion and hats for the children in summer time (IP 1), drinking water and pampers in children’s playgrounds (IP 18), being accompanied by the children’s grandmother when going to the play-grounds or visiting the doctor (IP 15), taking over contacts with other parents and small children from the female partner (IP 16), joining fathers-on-leave meetings and participating in fathers’ clubs (after being told of them by the partner). Organizing social life, especially at the beginning of the leave period, was often inspired by the female partners. Most interviewees reported that meetings with other fathers or parents on leave with children of about the same age, or spending time together with the children and the partner were what characterised an ideal day during their leave periods.

In contrast, fathers who received a lower level of support, e.g., from grandparents and their partner in full-time gainful employment, reported time pressure during their leave, especially when having more than one child and accompanying the older child to a dance group, singing group, language course, or other educational setting for pre-school and elementary school children.
Moreover, one father stated that the potential for recreation for him and other partners in childcare are lower when “mothers are present” (IP 34). He defined a perception of “educational imperatives” when the children’s mothers are present, and wished for recreational holidays together with other fathers caring for children.

In general, at least in the beginning, fathers tended to see their parental leave periods as a contrast program to fulfilling daily schedules in gainful employment, and interpreted this time as one of recreation and leisure time with the child or children. Discussions between partners arose especially with regard to combining childcare with household chores. The combination of these duties, which women on parental leave often fulfilled during their leave period and consequently expected the same of their partners, caused even greater challenges when both partners returned to their gainful employment. In general, the positive recognition as a caring, active father was higher in the public sphere than at home. Correspondingly, fathers on paternal leave reported higher potential for joy derived from outdoor activities with their children, and having fun when spending time together with others, namely other parents on leave and with female partners after their return from the workplace.

As described in Table 2, the interviewed sample of research project I revealed that two-thirds of the female partners worked part-time. This led to a high level of partner support in the private sphere, in child-care and performing household chores.

5.2. Fathers on Leave Remaining in (Part-Time) Gainful Employment

As opposed to mothers’ first parental leave periods after the birth of a child with a complete stop of gainful employment for a certain period in most cases, a large number of interviewed fathers in the sample combined their periods of childcare benefits with part-time work (smaller projects, further income interests aside from their employment, such as social projects, teaching, holding seminars, publishing, research activities, and freelance projects). In some cases, they extended or substituted the parental leave with an educational leave. As fathers mostly took over later periods in parental leave, they had more time available for gainful employment projects than their female partners had in the first year or months after a child’s birth.

Since there has been a recent increase in early childcare facilities in Austria, parents who take over a later childcare period after a child’s first birthday may, if they so opt, profit more from this recent rise in public early childcare facilities. The qualitative sample especially in the second research project included men who combined the time during which they claimed childcare benefits with reduced working hours in their gainful employment (see Table 3, column “part-time work during paternal leave”).

5.3. Challenges in Realising a Long-Term Reconciliation of Work and Family

The presented empirical sample confirmed that, in some cases, fathers took a shorter leave period than previously planned, or remained in part-time working contracts during their leave. This practice can be seen as a further tribute to a male breadwinner norm or function. This practice relies firstly on part-time-working women, and secondly on further persons involved in childcare, for instance grandparents or nannies, and is facilitated by a later time of paternal leave. In general, men reported a positive feedback with regard to their ambitions of being involved in the family. However, expectations in the workplace sometimes differed from a positive public perception of paternal leave:

“... | truly a Potemkin village without any substance [...]. Originally, the first reaction in my case was, ‘do it, it’s all right,’ but when I really did go on leave, I heard comments like, ‘if you had done this [in another company], they would have sacked you immediately’”. (IP 36, 37 years old, employee in a media department, 2 children, 1 year on paternity leave, changed job afterwards)
Table 3. Interview partners Project II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interview Partner</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>Children, Occupation</th>
<th>Duration Paternal Leave, Part-Time Work</th>
<th>Allowance Model</th>
<th>Part-Time Work during Paternal Leave</th>
<th>a f</th>
<th>Female Partners’ Occupation, during Paternal Leave, Age and Working Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP 23</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3 (f 6a, f 4a, m 2a), medical doctor in education (waiting status for hospital practice)</td>
<td>3 years 12 + 2</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>33 full-time embassy employee (reception)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 24</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2 (foster-) children (1f, 1m), psychologist</td>
<td>1 year, then part-time 30 h/week 12 + 2</td>
<td>yes, begin of paternal leave: freelance work, psychotherapy in training</td>
<td>42 psychologist, psychotherapist in training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 25</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1 (f 1, 5a), journalist</td>
<td>6 mo (2 parental leave + 4 mo educational leave) 20 + 4</td>
<td>partly (music interest, part of employment)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 26</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2 (1f, 1m), scientific employee (admin)</td>
<td>2 years pat. leave + 1 parental part-time work 20 + 4</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>40 20 h/week and scientific free-lance work</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 27</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1 (m), psychologist, employee</td>
<td>1 year 20 + 4</td>
<td>Yes—offer return for 1 day, near ending of pat. leave, 10 h/week</td>
<td>34 freelance photographer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 28</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1 (m, 5 mo), police office/federal employee</td>
<td>1 “papa-month”, 2 mo paternal leave, 2 mo planned 12 + 2</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 29</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1 (f, 1,5a), logistics/transports</td>
<td>3 mo, followed by parental part-time 15 + 3</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>35 psychological counselling, part-time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1 (m, 9 mo), NGO, precarious employment (about 20-30 h/week)</td>
<td>9 mo 20 + 4</td>
<td>no (partly—NGO social political involvement)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 31</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1 (m), civil servant, technical facility management</td>
<td>2 mo, then full-time 12 + 2</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>37 civil servant/municipal of Vienna</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 32</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2 (1 f, 1 m), programmer/IT</td>
<td>6 mo, later 3rd child + parent. part-time (proj. V *) 15 + 3</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>30 economic and social scientist, changing job to full-time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 33</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1 (f), social work</td>
<td>14 mo (2 paternal leaves and 1 educational leave) 12 + 2</td>
<td>yes (single projects)</td>
<td>41 social work, 32 h/week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 34</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3 foster/adopted children (2 m, 1 f), social work</td>
<td>3 years and 8 months, paternal leave and part-time work 30 + 6</td>
<td>yes (teaching 1 lecture, 1 h/week semester)</td>
<td>46 social work, 30 h (partly 20 h)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 35</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2 (1 m, 1 f), insurance company employee (left job afterwards)</td>
<td>2 mo paternal leave and 1 year educational leave 12 + 2</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>40 university administration, employment 30 h/week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP 36</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2, 1 m, 1 f, journalist</td>
<td>1 year paternal leave 20 + 4</td>
<td>yes (single projects/publications)</td>
<td>38 full-time, internat. NGO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: pat. leave: paternal leave = parental leave; a = year/s, mo = month. educational leave = allowance for educational purposes (studying, vocational training). * proj. III = Project III: Outcome deriving from the interview on parental part-time work in 2016.
Whereas men on leave reported challenges in realising childcare claims in negotiations with their employers, some female partners reported difficulties in finding full-time employment and permanent working contracts. Recent cuts in the public sector (health, education, social services) and some industrial branches have led to difficulties in starting a career, especially for women. An interviewee’s statement on gender-mainstreaming *ex negativo* confirms these challenges:

“Inside these company structures, it really was a problem, well, there were co-workers, who also wanted to do parental part-time work [. . . ] when a superior signalled—I think I was affected too: ‘If all the men go on leave now, why did we employ men in the first place?’ (. . . ). This statement exposes the whole mentality, the structures. Because they deliberately employed fewer women exactly because women go on parental leave, and if the men are starting now, too, the whole structure will tumble”. (IP 11, M., 37 years old, 2 daughters, parental leave 1st child 1 year-old, 2nd child six months-old)

5.4. Gender Impact on Parental Leave Practices Influenced by Employers’ Ideas of a Male Bread-Winner

The empirical data divulged that men had to negotiate with employers at the workplace with regard to duration and time of their planned paternal leave period. In contrast, women’s parental leave for roughly one year was more or less expected by the employer. Women were not asked, or if at all, less often, to stay in minor part-time employment during their parental leave or to return earlier than previously planned. Hence, the qualitative data showed that mainly fathers were asked to reduce their parental leave plans, or to postpone taking leave, or return to work earlier than planned, for some hours or a day per week. These details highlighted a traditional focus on men’s presence at the workplace. Moreover, they revealed that men’s presence in the private sphere is either not foreseen in employers’ awareness, or not perceived as a substantial part of gender, family and intergenerational arrangements.

Moreover, the sample showed that men who planned to be involved in childcare and the management of the family on an equal basis were sometimes not taken seriously by their employers because the business’ recruitment strategies followed a traditional male breadwinner norm. Conversely, individuals did not (fully) realise their parental leave plans due to the fear of consequences they would possibly have as involved parents (BMASGK 2017, pp. 42–43).

5.5. Challenges within Family Life

“A normal day, starting with getting up; I start with the negative and end with the positive: Negative is getting up [laughs], that’s always chaotic. We started with 7.15 a.m., now we have arrived at 7.30 a.m. [. . . ]. The last five minutes [before leaving the apartment], no, the final act, [her son] putting on the shoes and the jacket, and our vestibule is very, very small, and every second day there is a fight. [The situation there] ends with saying tomorrow we have to deal with this differently. Meaning a fight between parents and Louis [her son who started attending school], or he looks wryly at his sister and she starts to cry and beats him, he beats back, no, it’s like being a family of idiots, really [laughs]. That’s totally chaotic, and I do not know how we can manage this [. . . ] I hope this is a phase [in the children’s development], because at the moment all they do is beat each other. To go to sleep is exactly the opposite, this is always very beautiful”. (Sana, partner of IP 3, 32 years old, health scientist, 2 children, 6 and 2 years old)

Transformations in family life, in the quote above, the son’s entrance into school, always pointed to a higher prevalence of challenges in parental arrangements. Moreover, the empirical data hinted at a greater need for discussion when both parents had developed their own strategies with regard to health issues and nutrition.

“The health issue is one of our greatest problems. Our younger girl was ill recently [. . . ] also at the paediatrician’s—you see a lot of men there, but they only have a supporting role, like driving mother and child there. When I accompany the older girl to the doctor and go to the pharmacy
afterwards, I have the impression the doctor prescribes too much medication. [... ] And besides, there is the question, when is the right time to visit the paediatrician?” (IP 9, 32, 2 paternal leaves for half a year each).

Some fathers mentioned that they favoured male doctors, and had developed a good relationship with them. Others reported different strategies in preparing breakfast or not. How to motivate children to eat breakfast and to brush their teeth was mentioned several times in the interviews with fathers. The more involved fathers followed their own ideas in parenting and household management, the more both partners struggled in reconciling their individual career plans and parenting strategies.

“...It is good that we can share duties, but there are also great efforts at discussion and finding a common solution. [... ] Especially in cases of differing points of view, a lot of energy must be invested, and it is a lot of work to balance them. How to find a good compromise, a common strategy that all family members agree upon? This progress doesn’t just happen. During the parental leave it was easier, it was not a problem, as one parent concentrated on the child. Many challenges occurred when both of us returned to work”. (female partner of IP 14, follow-up study after paternal leave)

In conclusion, gender equality was practiced and promoted by fathers’ involvement in parental care. In most cases, this involvement triggered more sustained involvement when the childcare periods and parental leaves lasted six months or longer (see Tables 2 and 3).

However, men’s participation is still seen as a voluntary tribute to the family, which is often a once in a lifetime matter (Mauerer 2018, p. 197; see also Mauerer 2016). On a broader social and cultural level, these individual commitments of fathers to spend time with their children and invest in family life are not always seen as self-evident responsibilities. Especially men’s quotes on employers’ interests in shorter leave periods specifically for men revealed forces that counteract the abolishment of gender imbalances in organizations. Moreover, the empirical data revealed structural challenges in realising paternal leave claims in Austria, especially in male-dominated sectors, such as natural sciences, engineering, and computer sciences. Although there has been substantial progress in enhancing the legal framework on paternal childcare allowance claims, especially in male dominated branches, the empirical results on paternal leave in Austria show that men often had attained a good professional reputation and certain position in the workplace before informing their superiors and claiming childcare allowance. Even when going on leave, their negotiations with employers showed tendencies of reducing the length of leave times or remaining as part-time employees during their childcare periods.

5.6. Challenges in Measuring both Parents’ Shares in Early Childcare and Parental Work in Dual-Career Families

The empirical research revealed different strategies for reconciling work and family. It identified a high level of individual efforts in sharing childcare equally. Nevertheless, sharing parental leave on equal terms in terms of time (e.g., the mother staying at home for one year of a child’s birth, the father the second year), was not a solid guarantee for equally sharing parental tasks and workloads.

“I would always plan my free time with my child, always, and he would often ask others to help take care of the child and he would meet his friends then, and so on. And now everything’s kind of relative. And that is so to say, well, I think, it would be interesting to know if it’s something connected to gender, I don’t know actually, but I have the feeling that that’s exactly how it is. Apart from that I haven’t noticed anything else or maybe I didn’t expect much or didn’t expect anything else”. (female partner of IP 14, follow-up study after paternal leave)

In the presented sample, some fathers reported that they wanted to change their job and that they were searching for a more family-friendly job during or after their parental leave (IP 29).
stated that his employment situation was precarious (IP 30), another reported on a job change due to negative responses towards his long parental leave of one year at his former workplace (IP 36). One interview partner combined parental and educational leave, which led to a dismissal and new job. Nevertheless, the follow-up study revealed that this job change increased his job satisfaction and opened up better opportunities for reconciling work and family. In the two research projects, none of the fathers had severe problems finding a new or even better job in terms of reconciling work and family. This reveals that men with children are seen as loyal workers based on a male family breadwinner model, who—at least in the presented sample—can find new jobs relatively easily, supported by their partners in sharing family tasks and income gain. Fathers in organisations with low caring ethics, especially, developed a desire to change their employer. The follow-up study revealed that some fathers carried this out and changed their employer (IP 32, IP 35). Moreover, there were other external reasons for changes in employment. Some fathers started to increase their share of freelance work (IP 24, IP 27), others started, continued or completed another education that increased their opportunities to improve their workplace satisfaction or the long-term reconciliation of gainful employment and family work (IP 24, IP 27, IP 29, IP 33, IP 43), or freelance work and family work. In conclusion, also fathers in the presented sample reacted to changes in the setting of their employment. These shifts in the continuity of a gainful career impacted both partners’ reconciliation of work and family and their dual career perspectives, including both partners’ reconciliation of work and family.

6. Discussion

6.1. Shifting Relationships within Gainful Employment, External Influences on Parents’ Long-Term Reconciliation of Work and Family

Investigating the causes for different pathways in sharing parental responsibilities and tasks in childcare, in her research on “Stay at home Dads (SAHDs) and Relationalities of Work and care in Canada and the United States” (Doucet 2016, p. 33f), the family researcher Andrea Doucet described a transformation in models of dual parenting, which were highly influenced by both partners’ career pathways, including periods between jobs, dismissals, and changes in the labour market as such. In her work she states that “parallel to social and policy agendas that support fathers as workers and as caregivers, [ . . . ], in Canada and the United states, the SAHDs concept is a family response to neoliberal restructuring” (Doucet 2016, p. 34). In reaction to the effects of recent and current shifts in the labour market, sometimes “the choice was made for us [for the parents and their forms of reconciling childcare and gainful work]”. (Doucet 2016, p. 40f). I have investigated several labour market influences on parental decision-making, but in my sample, all of the fathers who decided to stay at home as primary caregivers also followed a gainful career parallel to this. Fathers staying at home as long-term primary caregivers for several years without looking for new employment did not exist in my empirical sample, in contrast also to the qualitative sociological findings from Cornelia Koppetsch and Sarah Speck in Germany (Koppetsch and Speck 2015). Different national leave regulations impact these (slight) differences in parental decision-making. Moreover, parental choices are also affected by different periods in parenting and different demands in childcare, e.g., in early childcare, when children start attending school, become teenagers, and so forth.

6.2. Logics of Productivity Dominating Reproductive Demands

International qualitative data on shared parenthood reveal diverse aspects of gender segregation in productive and reproductive work (O’Brien and Wall 2017b). Accordingly, the presented empirical data analysis clearly showed a logical order of productivity in family work, following a Fordist model in the private sphere. Nevertheless, the empirical analyses on managing or scheduling family life highlight the impact of the logic of production on the daily lives of all family members, evoking substantial time pressure caused by the subordination of reproductive work. This hierarchical order includes the devaluation of (former) duties in the private sphere (cleaning, household chores in general,
keeping an overview, storing things, cooking and eating homemade food, etc.). As for individual contributions of men and women in family work and domestic labour, men on and after paternal leaves tended to compare their activities with those of other men, not with those of their partners (see Mikula et al. 2012). However, the empirical results show that especially fathers on long-term parental leave developed insights into the daily life with children.

Comparing international family policies, O’Brien and Wall (O’Brien and Wall 2017a, 2017b) identify two main important factors for promoting gender equality in reconciling work and parenthood: Duration and fathers’ alone time with a child. Furthermore, they highlight the fact that fathers’ paid leaves are an important base in family policies triggering men’s ability to take care of a child on their own for at least one month, which is a crucial factor contributing to the positive effect on the amount of time fathers spend on childcare. The presented research confirms these results.

6.3. Implementation of Caring Ethics in Organizations as a Tool for Closing the Gender Pay Gap

The relatively slow progress in promoting paternal leave in relation to high efforts in family policies points to the need for amendments on a structural level in organizations and companies, especially with regard to men’s long-term reconciliation of work and family. Introducing caring ethics at the corporate level could contribute to degenderizing existing gender disparities in gainful employment. Current analyses of strategies on claiming paternal leave reveal that there is a tendency to treat men’s short-term childcare allowance claims as extended vacations or summer holidays with the family, “when the workload in the company is less and more people are off” (Bergmann and Schiffbänker 2016, p. 120). These individual strategies in claiming parental legal rights indicate the great pressure exerted on men (and women) in gainful employment.¹

Although national public awareness-raising campaigns pursue the goal of men fighting together for the right to reconcile work and family, this is still lacking, as international family research identifies predominantly individual men as pioneering fathers (a.o., Wall and Leitão 2017; O’Brien and Wall 2017b; Nakazato 2017; Musumeci et al. 2015). However, paternal leave periods of two months have meanwhile come to be seen as “normal” both in the family and in the workplace in nations that have introduced individual, fully-compensated, and non-transferable father months, e.g., in Norway, Sweden, Iceland, Finland, and Canada (O’Brien and Wall 2017a, p. 258). This could be a start for further amendments leading to an extension of men’s parental leave time and/or duration of childcare claims.

6.4. Father-Child Relationship as Most Valuable Gain during and after Paternal Leave Periods

Fathers reported a better relationship to their child or children during and after their parental leave.

“Consequently, being given the opportunity to spend time with the child for a longer period seems to promote the development of relational competence.” (Kvande and Brandth 2017, p. 43).

In the present Austrian study, fathers on long-term leave for more than six months in particular reported that during the paternal leave period they had developed a better sense of “what has to be done” and a specific awareness of their child’s needs (IP 24, 26, 32, 36, Table 3). Furthermore, interviewees stated that they had begun a good relationship to their child or children (see also Magaraggia 2013, and Brandth 2015), and family research also reveals positive effects on children’s development (Cabrera 2016; Cabrera and Tamis-LeMonda 2013; Townsend 2002). Moreover, a positive

¹ In a research presentation at the University of York in 2016, participants confirmed these hidden forms as a common practice also in the UK. These forms included, for example, taking “normal” vacation days after the birth of a child as a father, but not claiming fathers’ days, although legal regulations for claiming paternity leave do exist. Furthermore, the discussion showed that employees tended to have a large amount of “open” vacation days that they could not or did not consume earlier due to heavy workloads. In that case, the birth of a child was a reason for claiming open vacation days (in scientific companies or entrepreneurial universities), but in general, there is no common tradition in claiming extra days despite a legal framework in national family policies.
impact on the health of both fathers and children has been identified in correlation with fathers’ involvement in childcare:

“Fathers who care for children early tend to stay more involved as children grow up. [. . . ] fathers who engage more with their children tend to report greater life satisfaction and better physical and mental health than those who care for and interact less with their children”.  
(OECD 2016, p. 1)

Although family and gender policies aim at increasing paternal leave shares and promoting women in the workplace, economic and social influences deriving from labour market conditions, as well as social effects (peer-group influences, education, age) and economical influences (household income, the wider family, financial or social support) impact parental choices in sharing household chores, childcare, and gainful work.

6.5. Economic Influences on Parental Choices

Recent quantitative data have revealed that cuts in the public sector have targeted women and their gainful income to a higher extent, as they represent more employees in the health and care sector, in social and public services, as well as in education. Furthermore, (inter)national research and literature have revealed several aspects of gender inequalities in the working sphere, such as the higher share of women in public sectors that have undergone severe cuts (Walby 2015), or gender inequalities with regard to permanent and full-time work (a.o. Närvi 2012). In addition, expectations of caring motherhood and the further effects of a traditional sex-gender-system have caused a strong perpetuation of gender disparities at the workplace and the distribution of (re)productive work (BMASGK 2017; Walden 2016, p. 121; Funder 2016).

Discussing the results as effects of gender segregation in the workplace, there is a severe danger of “re/traditionalisation” and counter-active forces leading to the maintenance of traditional gender and family roles (Beham and Zartler 2006). In these traditional models, women have often participated voluntarily and unpaid in the private sphere, e.g., volunteering as helpers in childcare nurseries, in primary schools, in care for the elderly, and other settings.

Referring to national imbalances in parental leave practices, the family researchers Margaret O’Brien and Karin Wall indicated a “division [that] will emerge between parental leave-rich and parental leave-poor countries. Such a division could also occur within countries, [. . . ]. As result, poor parents have fewer options.” (O’Brien and Wall 2017a, pp. 1–2).

Subsequently, exploring women’s growing importance in earning a family income, the researchers Norman, Fagan and Elliot investigated the impact of women’s return to the workplace on fathers’ parenting practices (Fagan and Norman 2013, 2016; Norman et al. 2014). In contrast, persistent gender pay-gap effects lead to maintaining a traditional gendered work division in the private sphere, especially in fulfilling household chores, matters of health, care, and nutrition, and, in general, reproductive work.

Furthermore, in addition to different wage levels, gender pay-gap disparities underscore income differences in so-called male and female specific branches (see Mauerer 2010, pp. 85–111). This has a serious impact on women living alone or with children. It also has a profound, albeit hardly noted influence on parental and, in particular, paternal leave claims (see Norman et al. 2014).

Regarding the realisation of shared parenthood, presently both parents’ gainful employment, the promotion of caring masculinities and fathers’ steps toward becoming involved in childcare and managing household chores are on the agenda in (inter)national family and gender policies. However, “policies take time to be incorporated into attitudes, decision-making and behaviour” (O’Brien and Wall 2017a, p. 258). Indicating tools for supporting this change, as mentioned earlier, short-term paternal leave periods of two months are meanwhile accepted and considered “normal” in countries that have introduced a non-transferable, fully compensated fathers’ quotas (O’Brien and Wall 2017a, p. 258). Nevertheless, long term arrangements in family care have not yet been realised.
full income compensation for mothers during their entire leave entitlements including pension fund payments could prevent financial strains on women—as “second earners” even during parental leave periods—and reduce family dependencies deriving from a male bread-winner (model). Subsequently, attracting more fathers to take leave and also balancing the existing gender pay gap are ongoing tasks that require further changes in and strengthening of family, gender and social policies (see also Gislason 2017, Eydal et al. 2015, Wall and Escobedo 2013).

7. Conclusions and Outlook

The presented research revealed the gender impact of parental leave practices in Austria in the private and public spheres and especially at the workplace. Challenges and strains for dual-career families in reconciling work and family were shown at various levels. The dual-career couples were faced with the problem of scheduling parental tasks equally between both partners, while both partners must deal with managing family and career demands. Moreover, different methods and educational views led to the need for clarification between partners, which, to a certain extent, resulted in new work-loads. As one interview partner in the research stated, similar to the qualitative results of Koppetsch and Speck (2015) in Germany, sometimes responsibilities and decisions in daily family life are easier to manage if one parent is in charge. During longer periods in family life, the mother was, for the most part, the key parent responsible for caregiving within a family, and therefore, some activities in daily life required no further discussion, as there was no question as to who was responsible.

As a first step toward lowering gender inequality in childcare, parents had to work toward finding ways of coming to a consensus or accepting differences in methods for dealing with daily routines such as how to react when children do not want to eat breakfast early in the morning, brush their teeth, or which physician to consult in cases when parents have different views and preferences in opting for a certain doctor. The examples from the interviews revealed a wide range of new experiences for fathers and parents in childcare and in their management of work and family.

Even more so than in the private sphere, gendered expectations at the workplace impacted parental decisions and choices with regard to the length of parental leave periods. Whereas mothers were mainly seen as the primary caregiving parent in the view of their employers, fathers were mainly perceived as breadwinners, resulting in different workforce planning strategies among employers. While returning mothers sometimes had to insist on further acceptance as responsible and loyal workers at the workplace, who still identified with the company or organization after having become a parent, fathers had to insist more strongly on family-friendly employment conditions and push for the realisation of their parental leave in negotiations with employers. In some cases, especially in male-dominated branches, men decided to change their place of employment, as their wish for reconciling work and family was easier to realise in a new work environment. Furthermore, the results have shown that in branches in which the reconciliation of work and family was initially established for promoting women at the workplace, new opportunities opened up for men in the reconciliation of work and family, as these branches (mainly education, social care and health care, administration) were primarily perceived as female branches, and to a higher degree, had institutionalised the reconciliation of work and family. In these branches, men were able to more easily follow the steps and paths made available by realised gender-equality measures. Thus, gender-equality programmes that were first established with a focus on promoting women at the workplace also created better conditions for men’s reconciliation of work and family.

In contrast, the promotion of women in so-called male-dominated branches is still limited. In these branches, parenting for both men and women is viewed as a private luxury and responsibility which often has to be denied, e.g., by not becoming parents, delegated to privately organised family support or public institutions, or downgraded and concealed by not showing the time strain of a family or mentioning responsibilities demanded by family life. In a variety of different settings, the aforementioned gender impact influences the awareness and perception of parental responsibilities and opportunities offered to individuals at the workplace and in the labour market more generally.
All in all, men as parents tend to receive more support than women, and from women, in the private sphere when becoming a parent. In contrast, at the workplace they are often confronted with new demands and tasks, as employers’ traditional views focus on men as being more loyal and responsible workers after having founded a family. This coincidence causes conflicts of loyalty, especially for fathers when opting for parental leave. As a result, they often stay in close contact with their employer, and some remain in part-time employment during the period when claiming childcare allowance. Thus, their parental leave results in substantially reduced hours, which was also shown in the presented examples. Some fathers opted to decrease their working time and focused on specific workloads in their existing employment or on new fields and other tasks.

In conclusion, gendered views with regard to the image of a loyal worker, which in Austria are also highly impacted by the perception of being present at the workplace, or being represented by subordinates, result in better conditions for fathers who have gained a certain position and good reputation at their place of employment. This means that young fathers at the start of their career are confronted with greater challenges in obtaining parental leave, which is also represented by quantitative figures which indicate an on average higher age of fathers when taking up parental leave (see subchapter 4, referring to Riesenfelder 2015, p. 7). Thus, future family, gender and social policies must focus on enabling younger men in the workplace to more easily reconcile work and family, as especially in that age group, images of a male bread-winner conceal and counteract men’s wishes and ambitions to go on parental leave. Moreover, their ambitions of sharing childcare and family duties in the long term are substantially hindered by traditional views and expectations of employers with regard to male family-bread-winner roles. In that respect, the promotion of women in the workplace is still a main policy goal, which must be pursued in family, gender and social policies, as women’s earned income in several branches is much too low to maintain a family. Women’s low incomes also result in the pressure for young men, in particular, to opt for and follow career pathways as a main family breadwinner in the workplace.

The realisation and transfer of gender-equality programmes in the future planning of family policies and childcare allowance models is key to abolishing gender inequalities in reconciling childcare and gainful work, and on the other hand, to increasing men’s and women’s equal opportunities to realise parental responsibilities and pleasures. Moreover, raising awareness at the level of companies and organisations must be strengthened as goals also for family and gender policies, to revise employers’ traditionally gendered views of their employees. In that respect, greater promotion could be given to women at the workplace who are supported by partners on parental leave.
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